
 

III-424 LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY IN HOSPITALS 

III-424.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The purpose of this policy is to outline proper procedures for conducting law enforcement activity (e.g., 

blood draws, warrant service, evidence collection, witness/suspect interviews, etc.) in hospitals. This policy 

applies to all hospitals, with the exception of the University of Utah Hospital, which has more specific 

procedures due to having a jointly adopted policy and a full-time University of Utah Police Department 

presence (see III-425 University of Utah Hospitals & Salt Lake City Police Department Procedures). 

 

III-424.1.1 DEFINITIONS 
House Supervisor – The on-duty Clinical Nursing Supervisor for a hospital. There is a House Supervisor 

on-duty at hospitals 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. House Supervisors have the authority to act on behalf 

of hospital administrations and oversee clinical operations. House Supervisors also have appropriate 

training in responding to law enforcement requests regarding patients.  

 

In-Patient – For the purpose of this policy, the term “in-patient” refers to any individual who is admitted 

to a Hospital for care/treatment, outside of an Emergency Department. 

 

III-424.2 POLICY 
In order to facilitate efficient coordination of duties between police and medical personnel, it is the policy 

of the Salt Lake City Police Department to follow appropriate procedures whenever practicable when 

conducting law enforcement activities at a hospital. This policy shall in no way be construed as to restrict 

officers from taking life-saving actions in emergency situations. 

 

 

III-424.3 IN-PATIENT PROCEDURES 
 

III-424.3.1 IN-PATIENT – NOT IN CUSTODY 

When an officer responds to a hospital to conduct law enforcement activity with an in-patient who is not 

presently in custody, the officer should first make contact with the hospital’s House Supervisor, or 

equivalent administrator. The officer will explain their needs and present any legal process (i.e., search 

warrant), if applicable. 

 

If there is disagreement between the officer and the House Supervisor, the officer shall contact their 

Sergeant and/or Watch Commander to facilitate resolution. 

 

This procedure does not apply when a hospital has initiated contact with law enforcement and has asked 

them to respond to the hospital. In these instances, officers will respond to the area requesting the police 

response and follow standard Department protocol. 

 

III-424.3.2 IN-PATIENT – IN CUSTODY 

In-patients in the custody of the Salt Lake City Police Department will be guarded and handled per 

regular Department guard duty procedures. 

If an in-patient who is not presently in custody needs to be placed in custody, officers will follow the 

process under the IN-PATIENT – NOT IN CUSTODY section to facilitate direction to the individual’s 

location and proper advisement of the House Supervisor. 



 

 

III-424.4 EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES 
Interactions between police personnel and Emergency Department staff are inherently different from other 

areas of a hospital due to the nature of law enforcement and medical services provided in an Emergency 

Department. As such, procedures that differ from other areas of a hospital are necessary in order to ensure 

the efficiency of services and the safety of all present.  

 

When conducting law enforcement activity in an Emergency Department, officers must keep two points in 

mind: 

1. There is a charge nurse on-duty in an Emergency Department 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It is 

the charge nurse’s responsibility to maintain overall management of the Emergency Department. 

To help facilitate this function, whenever practicable, officers will notify the charge nurse of their 

presence and purpose in the Emergency Department (this includes Crime Lab Personnel – this 

notification may be made in advance by the officer requesting Crime Lab).  

2. Many hospitals have police officers working security in their Emergency Department. If that is the 

case in a particular hospital, the investigating officer should make a reasonable effort to inform the 

officer working security of their purpose and presence. 

 

 

Listed below are specific procedures for common circumstances that officers face when conducting law 

enforcement activity in an Emergency Department. Law enforcement and emergency medicine are dynamic 

fields of work, and it is difficult to predict every possible situation that might present itself in this 

environment. If a situation presents itself that is not explicitly covered by these procedures, officers shall 

use their best judgment, and whenever practicable (i.e., a situation that is not an emergency requiring 

immediate action), consult with the Emergency Department charge nurse and/or police officer working 

security before taking action. If there is disagreement between an officer and Emergency Department 

personnel about an officer’s request for patient access or information, the officer will request that the 

hospital’s House Supervisor be paged and respond.  The officer shall not argue with Emergency Department 

personnel to resolve the issue, and will wait to resolve any problems that arise with the House Supervisor. 

If the situation cannot be resolved between the officer and the House Supervisor, the officer shall contact 

his/her Sergeant and/or Watch Commander to facilitate resolution. 

 

III-424.4.1 REQUESTS FOR SERVICE 
When a hospital contacts the Department requesting a police response due to a victim’s presence in the 

Emergency Department (e.g., sexual assault victim, domestic violence victim, assault victim, etc.), the 

responding officer(s) will respond to the Emergency Department to take the initial report and conduct the 

initial investigation per standard protocols. The responding officer(s) will explain to the personnel who 

grant them entrance the purpose of their presence. Normal protocol of letting Emergency Department 

personnel and/or the police officer working security know of the officer’s presence and purpose will be 

followed. Notification to the House Supervisor is not necessary.  

 

III-424.4.2 ENTRY WITH SUBJECTS IN CUSTODY 
When officers enter an Emergency Department with individuals who are in custody (e.g., civil 

commitments, arrested persons, detained suspects, etc.), the officer will stay with that individual as safety, 

legal, and evidentiary circumstances require until the officer’s official duties are completed. No official 

notification to the House Supervisor needs to be made. Officers will follow normal protocol of letting 

Emergency Department personnel and/or the police officer working security know that the individual is 

being civilly committed or is otherwise in custody. 

 



 

If the individual who is in custody needs to be moved to another area of the hospital for treatment (i.e., an 

Operating Room), the officer shall stay with that individual as safety, legal, and evidentiary circumstances 

require. In such situations, Emergency Department personnel or the police officer working security will 

notify the House Supervisor of the movement, if the hospital’s policies require such notification. 

 

III-424.4.3 ENTRY WITH VICTIMS RECEIVING EMERGENCY TREATMENT 
Often, officers respond to an Emergency Department with individuals who need emergency medical 

treatment due to being victims of violent crime (e.g., shootings, stabbings, etc.). The timely collection of 

evidence and statements in these cases is extremely important. An officer may enter the Emergency 

Department in these circumstances without notifying the House Supervisor. Normal protocol of letting 

Emergency Department personnel and/or the police officer working security know of the officer’s presence 

and purpose will be followed. 

 

If the victim needs to be moved to another area of the hospital for treatment, the officer shall stay with that 

individual as safety, legal, and evidentiary circumstances require. In such situations, Emergency 

Department personnel or the police officer working security will notify the House Supervisor of the 

movement, if the hospital’s policies require such notification. 

 

III-424.4.4 DECEASED PERSONS 
At times, officers are required to guard bodies of deceased persons for evidentiary and chain-of-custody 

purposes. Officers may enter an Emergency Department in these situations without notifying the House 

Supervisor. Normal protocol of letting Emergency Department personnel and/or the police officer working 

security know of the officer’s presence and purpose will be followed. Emergency Department personnel or 

the police officer working security will notify the House Supervisor if the hospital’s policies require such 

notification. 

 

III-424.4.5 OTHER NON-CUSTODIAL INTERACTIONS 
When officers find it necessary to contact an individual in an Emergency Department who is not in custody, 

and who does not fall into one of the above listed categories, the responding officer shall first make contact 

with the Emergency Department charge nurse or the House Supervisor. The officer will explain their needs 

and present any legal process (i.e., search warrant), if applicable. 

 

If there is disagreement between the officer and the Emergency Department charge nurse, the officer will 

request that the hospital’s House Supervisor be paged and respond.  The officer shall not argue with 

Emergency Department personnel to resolve the issue, and will wait to resolve the disagreement with the 

House Supervisor. If the situation cannot be resolved between the officer and the House Supervisor, the 

officer shall contact his/her Sergeant and/or Watch Commander to facilitate resolution. 

 

 

 

 


